OpenNebula - Bug #161
TM NFS scripts try to copy to remote VM_DIR in the frontend
10/09/2009 07:43 PM - Javi Fontan

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Javi Fontan
Category: Drivers - Auth
Target version: Release 1.4
Resolution: fixed

Description
NFS TM drivers so all the work on the frontend node. Even if VM_DIR is configured it should work over $ONE_LOCATION/var and not $VM_DIR. OpenNebula Core always send $VM_DIR as the destination so some translation must be made at the TM side.

History
#1 - 10/27/2009 02:58 PM - Javi Fontan
- Category set to Drivers - Auth
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed
- Resolution set to fixed

This bug is fixed in r894